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Abstract: DNA-binding proteins are promising reagents for
the sequence-specific modification of DNA-based nanostruc-
tures. Here, we investigate the utility of a series of relaxase
proteins—TrwC, TraI, and MobA—for nanofunctionalization.
Relaxases are involved in the conjugative transfer of plasmids
between bacteria, and bind to their DNA target sites via
a covalent phosphotyrosine linkage. We study the binding of
the relaxases to two standard DNA origami structures—rodlike
six-helix bundles and flat rectangular origami sheets. We find
highly orthogonal binding of the proteins with binding yields
of 40–50% per binding site, which is comparable to other
functionalization methods. The yields differ for the two
origami structures and also depend on the position of the
binding sites. Due to their specificity for a single-stranded
DNA target, their orthogonality, and their binding properties,
relaxases are a uniquely useful addition to the toolbox
available for the modification of DNA nanostructures with
proteins.

Recent advances in DNA nanotechnology have resulted in
methodologies that enable the generation of molecular
objects made from DNA with almost any user-defined
shape,[1] and these structures also facilitate the arrangement
of functional molecular components or nanoparticles (e.g.,
proteins) into three-dimensional configurations with nano-
meter precision. One of the most popular methods is the
DNA origami technique, which utilizes hundreds of short
DNA oligomers, called “staples” to fold a long DNA scaffold
into a desired shape.[1a,c]

A variety of approaches were previously utilized for the
functionalization of DNA nanostructures with proteins. An
often used modification is streptavidin, which binds to biotin
with a dissociation constant of KD = 40 fm,[2] constituting one
of the strongest noncovalent bonds known in nature. In order
to facilitate the binding of streptavidin to DNA nanostruc-
tures, biotinylated oligonucleotide staples are incorporated
into the structures at the desired locations. The effective yield
for streptavidin-binding on origami structures is roughly 85%
per binding site.[3] Naturally occurring DNA-binding proteins
typically show dissociation constants in the nanomolar range
and thus could also be used for modification of DNA
nanostructures. A good example are zinc finger proteins,
which bind to DNA in the presence of Zn2+ and result in
effective binding yields of 30–70 % for DNA nanostructures.[4]

Other proteins that have been used in DNA origami
assemblies are DNA–antibody conjugates[5] and engineered
proteins containing His-,[6] Snap-, and Halo-tags.[7] Other
covalent conjugation techniques such as coupling by trans-
glutaminase[8] or methyltransferases,[9] expressed protein
ligation, and enzymatic ligation[10] also provide site-specific
conjugation methods with controlled stoichiometry. Alterna-
tively, chemical crosslinkers containing maleimide or N-
hydroxysuccinimide groups are extensively used for non-
specific covalent coupling (for a more complete overview see
Ref. [11]). The disadvantage of most of the aforementioned
methods is that they are laborious and that the structure and
thereby the activity of the proteins is compromised by the
introduction of nonnative chemical tags.

In this work we present a novel strategy for DNA coupling
based on relaxase proteins. Relaxases are involved in DNA
processing for bacterial conjugation,[12] the horizontal transfer
of genomic material among bacteria. They are single-strand
(ss) DNA cleaving endonucleases, which naturally remain
covalently bound to DNA after cleavage. Thus, relaxases offer
a potentially superior alternative to existing methods for
protein conjugation to DNA nanostructures, due to their
sequence specificity, orthogonality and also their natural
capacity to form covalent bonds with standard oligonucleo-
tides. Relaxases belong to the HUH protein superfamily,[13]

and the three-dimensional structure of some relaxases is
known.[14] Their overall shape resembles a left hand, where
the b-sheet “palm” holds the HUH motif (histidine–hydro-
phobic amino acid–histidine) responsible for metal coordina-
tion, and the a-helix “thumb” contains the catalytic tyrosine.
These conserved residues form the active center of each
relaxase and allow cleavage of a phosphodiester bond located
at a specific plasmid DNA sequence called the nic site. Each
plasmid contains a particular relaxase, recognizing a different
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nic site, so the number of relaxase/nic site pairs is enormous.
The cleavage reaction also occurs in vitro on ssDNA
containing the nic region.[15] The nic region contains an
inverted repeat (IR) and an AT-rich region downstream from
nic. Upon binding ssDNA in vitro, the relaxase bends its
substrate into a U shape and fits the nic sequence into its
active center; here, the tyrosine generates a covalent 5’-
phosphotyrosine intermediate and a free 3’-OH end (cf.
Figure 1). In this state, cleavage and religation of substrate are
in fact in a dynamic equilibrium.[15b, 16] Each relaxase recog-
nizes its own nic region with a KD between 1 nm and 400 nm,
depending on the individual protein and the target sequence.

In the following, we utilize the N-terminal domain of
relaxases TrwC from conjugative plasmid R388 (denoted as
TrwCR388), TraI from R100 (TraIR100), MobA from R1162
(MobAR1162), and TraI from pKM101 (TraIpKM101). All relax-
ase domains are small monomeric proteins (20–30 kDa) with
low KD

[15a, 17] that can be engineered and fused to other
proteins such as fluorescent proteins (Figures S6, S7, and S9).
TraIR100 and TrwCR388 are able to cleave proficiently the nic
region lacking the distal arm of the IR. The reported Kd

values of single-stranded R100 and R388 nic regions are
2.4 nm[17a] and 320 nm,[17b] respectively. It was shown that
MobAR1162 effectively binds targets with the entire IR, but
binding was compromised after deletion of the distal arm.[15a]

The relaxase TraIpKM101 had not been characterized yet, but we
expected a similar behavior as it has 51% and 37.7%
sequence identity with TrwCR388 and TraIR100, respectively.
Moreover, the pKM101 target is 64.7% identical to the R100
target. Comparison of targets with and without a complete IR
showed that in the pKM101 target a complete IR is also
needed (cf. Figure S8).

DNA origami structures used in this work were long,
rodlike six-helix bundles (6HB) or flat, twist-corrected
rectangular origami sheets (tcRO), with dimensions of
430 nm × 5 nm and 90 nm × 60 nm, respectively. The binding
sites with the target sequence were designed with a double-
stranded stem as a rigid linker in close proximity to the
nanostructure followed by a single-stranded region with the
nic site (cf. Figures 1 A and S10 for further details). Along its
length, each 6HB is equipped with specific binding positions
for the aforementioned four relaxases. In order to increase the
local concentration of binding sites, each binding position (see
Figure 1B and the Supporting Information) was equipped
with five binding sites each for the specific relaxase. Due to
the small size of the relaxase domains, we used fusion proteins
of relaxases with fluorescent proteins mKATE or mCFP (45–
62 kDa). These fused proteins resulted in increased visibility
in TEM images. Each relaxase was incubated for 24 h with
6HB nanotubes containing all four binding positions. After
incubation and purification, the number of occupied binding
positions was determined from TEM images (Figure 2).
The resulting binding yields per position were 93% for
TraIR100mmKATE, 84 % for TraIpKM101mCFP, 73% for
TrwCR388mCFP, and 34 % for MobAR1162mCFP.

Since the 6HB contained all four binding positions,
quantitative values for the specificity of each relaxase to its
target could be measured (see Figure 2). Proteins
TraIR100mKATE, TrwCR388mCFP, and MobAR1162mCFP show

highly selective binding abilities, with unspecific binding
yields ranging from 0 % to 7.1% (cf. Figure 2). Despite its
high yield for its specific target, TraIpKM101mCFP shows
significant nonspecific binding and therefore was not used
simultaneously with the other relaxases in the following.

In further experiments we used the twist-corrected
rectangular origami sheet tcRO, for which we designed six
binding positions with up to three redundant binding sites
each (cf. Figure 3A). We first compared the binding of the
orthogonal relaxases TraIR100mKATE and TrwCR388mCFP
onto the origami sheets. To test their binding yields, only
position 1 for TraIR100mKATE and position 5 for
TrwCR388mCFP, both equivalently at the rim of the tcRO
next to the corners (cf. Figure 3), were used. Each protein was
incubated for 24 h with the tcRO, each sheet containing two
binding sites per position for each protein, and purified
afterwards (see the Methods section in the Supporting
Information for details). For visualization of the bound
proteins we used atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging
(Figure 3). The binding yield of TraIR100mKATE was found to
be 70%, and 48% for TrwCR388mCFP. Nonspecific binding to
the unwanted position was 1% for TraIR100mKATE and 3%
for TrwCR388mCFP.

We then checked for a potential position dependence of
relaxase binding. To this end, the tcRO was equipped with all

Figure 1. Strategy for the coupling of relaxases onto DNA nanostruc-
tures. A) Extended staples contain the recognition sequence of a relax-
ase and several base pairs that allow the target to protrude from the
nanostructure. Binding of the relaxase to its cognate site involves
bending of the ssDNA to fit the nic site into the relaxase active center.
Inset: the catalytic tyrosine carries out a transesterification reaction
that links it covalently to the 5’-phosphate between the scissile
nucleotides. As a result, the relaxase becomes covalently bound to the
extended staple. B) DNA nanostructures used in this approach to
study the coupling of four relaxases.
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designed positions containing only R388 binding sites. From
these experiments, the binding yield at the tcRO rim
(positions 1, 2, 5, and 6 in Figure 3A) was found to range
between 40% and 60%, whereas it appeared to be signifi-
cantly higher (between 60% and 90 %) in the tcRO center
(positions 3 and 4, cf. Figure 3C). In general, binding yields
varied considerably from experiment to experiment (� 10 %).
Surprisingly, within the range of this variation, we found no
clear dependence of the binding yield on the number of
binding sites per binding position. When only a single binding
site for R388 was used, binding yields were as high as for
multiple binding sites (between 40–50 %, see the Supporting
Information).

Overall, the binding yields obtained by AFM were
significantly lower than that expected based on the law of
mass action (see the Supporting Information for details). For
instance, in previous experiments with single-stranded targets
containing the nic site, the KD for the binding of TrwCR388 to
its recognition sequence was determined to be 320 nm.[17b]

This should translate into an equilibrium binding yield of 86%
for a single binding site and even 99.7% for three binding sites
under our incubation conditions, where TrwCR388 and tcRO
concentrations were ca. 2 mm and 100 nm, respectively. As
AFM imaging is performed with purified samples in buffer
(i.e., without relaxases), however, re-equilibration of the
sample will result in unbinding of the proteins from the target
and thus a reduced apparent binding yield. This is essentially
unavoidable for relatively high KD values in the nanomolar
range.

Since the covalent phosphotyrosine linkage of a relaxase
to its nic site is in dynamic equilibrium with the unbound
state, we also used phosphorothioate suicide oligonucleotides
to shift the equilibrium towards the covalent bond (and thus
achieve a much lower effective KD). In suicide oligonucleo-

tides, the 3’ oxygen is replaced by sulfur at the scissile
phosphodiester bond, preventing the religation reaction.[18]

Surprisingly, the binding yield did not improve with these
oligonucleotides (see the Supporting Information for details).
The strong coupling theoretically expected for a covalent
bond is thus not reflected in the actual binding yields.

Our findings are in line with results for other protein-
modification approaches for DNA origami. Streptavidin
binding to biotin showed only about 85%[3] binding yield
(with a theoretical value of close to 100 %) and also for
covalent coupling methods only 84–90% experimental bind-
ing yields were obtained.[3] Apart from the re-equilibration
issue mentioned above, binding yields on origami structures
may be reduced by a variety of other factors. Some target sites
may be inaccessible or simply absent (e.g., because of missing
staples), and diffusion to the target may be affected by the
geometry of the binding site or the overall shape and
flexibility of the underlying origami structure. For instance,
in our experiments with six-helix bundles, the binding sites
were accessible from all sides, and we typically observed
higher binding yields than for the tcRO structures.

In summary, we have introduced DNA-binding relaxase
proteins as promising reagents for the sequence-addressable
modification of DNA nanostructures with proteins. Binding
yields on DNA origami structures ranged between 40–50%
for a single binding site, and were thus comparable to those of
other modification strategies. Depending on the origami
geometry, the specific relaxase, and also the utilization of
redundant binding sites in close proximity, in some cases
apparent binding yields as high as 90 % could be achieved.
Upon further optimization it should be possible to fully
exploit the covalent phosphotyrosine linkage between the
relaxases and the DNA target site, and thus achieve even
higher binding yields. At least two of the four investigated

Figure 2. Orthogonal binding of relaxases to six-helix bundles (6HB). A) TEM images of the relaxases TrwCR388mCFP, TraIR100mKATE, and
MobAR1162mCFP bound to 6HB. Scale bar: 50 nm. B) Graphical representation of total binding yields and their orthogonality. For details on the
statistical analysis see the Supporting Information. C) Recognition sequences of the relaxases used in this study. The nic site is depicted with ^
and the proximal arm of the inverted repeat is underlined.
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relaxases (TraI from plasmid R100 and TrwC from R388)
showed very good orthogonal binding performance. Relax-
ases can be easily engineered and fused to other proteins of
choice. As many relaxases from different sources and with
unique recognition sequences are available, they potentially
can be developed into a whole new class of orthogonal,
sequence-selective protein linkers for DNA nanotechnology.
Of particular interest could be their application for the
biological generation of DNA–protein hybrid nanostructures
and for the modification of DNA nanostructures in vivo.
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